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Abstract 

Radial particle transport has been experimentally studied in the low-aspect-ratio 

heliotron/torsatron device CHS. A non-diffusive outward particle flow (inverse pinch) is 

observed in the magnetic configuration with the magnetic axis shifted outward, while an 

inward pinch, like in tokamaks, is observed with the magnetic axis shifted inward. This 

change in the direction of anomalous particle flow is not due to the reversal of 

temperature gradient nor the radial electric field The observation suggests that the 

particle pinch velocity is sensitive to the magnetic field structure. 
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Studies on anomalous transport in magnetically confined plasmas have been the 

main issue of fusion research for more than two decades. Developments of experimental 

techniques and analysts have provided more detailed knowledge on local transport 

properties in various operational regimes in tokamaks and in stellarators (Wagner et al 

1993). An approach using a transport matrix, in which the particle, momentum and heat 

flows are related with radial gradients of corresponding physical quantities in the matrix 

form, has been widely discussed for modelling transport phenomena. If the transport is 

dominated by diffusive processes, the matrix could be expressed only by diagonal 

elements. However, the observation on the density profile has shown a panicle pinch 

term in particle transport processes. The magnitude of the pinch is larger than the 

prediction of the neoclassical theory (Ware 1970). The temperature gradient is 

theoretically expected to drive the anomalous particle pinch flux (Coppi el al 1978). 

The recent Finding of the various improved confinement mode has clarified the 

favorable influence of the peaked density profile on the global energy confinement 

(Greenwald et al 1984, Strachan et al 1987, Genre et al 1988, Soldner et al 1988). This 

suggests the importance of understanding the pinch phenomena (Itoh 1990). More 

recently a heat pinch for electrons is observed in ECH experiments in Dlll-D (Luce et al 

1992). A momentum pinch for ions is also observed in JFT-2M (Ida et al 1993) and JT-

60U (Nagashima et al 1993). It is important to study the relation between these pinch 

processes and the other gradient forces, which can be a touchstone of various transport 

modelling. 

In this letter, we report the observation of a non-diffusive outward particle flow 

(inverse pinch) in the neutral beam heated plasma in Compact Helical System (CHS). 

The pinch phenomena can be studied without being influenced by the neoclassical Ware 

pinch in the plasma confined without applying the loop voltage. It is found that the 
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particle pinch velocity changes its sign depending on the position of the vacuum magnetic 

axis. This fact implys that the particle pinch is related with the magnetic field structure, 

because the shift of magnetic axis change the ripple and shear of the magnetic field. This 

change of sign is not associated with the change of temperature gradient nor the radial 

electric field. 

CHS is a low-aspect-ratio heliotron/torsatron device with / = 2, m = 8 helical 

windings (Nishimura et al 1990), with a major radius of I m and an average plasma 

radius of 0.2 m. The experiments have been carried out at the magnetic field strength at 

0.9 T and 1.4 T. Quasi-steady-state plasmas with the average electron density around 

2 x 10'3 cm-3 are sustained by tangential neutral beam injection with port through power 

of 0.5 - 0.7 MW. In order to study the effect of magnetic configuration on the particle 

transport, the position of the vacuum magnetic axis is changed in the range from R^ = 

89.9 cm to 101.6 cm. This shift of the plasma, relative to helical windings, changes the 

helical ripple on axis, £(,(0), from 2 % to 8 %; Eh(0) vanishes at R,X = 94.9 cm. The 

magnetic hill covers entire region of the plasma radius for inward shift of the magnetic 

axis. On the other hand, in the position of the magnetic axis at R» - 96 cm or outer, a 

magnetic well is formed in the core region. However the helical ripple of / -/ component 

increases, which should enhance neoclassical transport. 

The energy of the neutral beam is high (36 keV) enough to give the considerable 

shift of the drift orbits for fast ions from the magnetic surfaces in CHS. This shift 

strongly influences the power deposition profiles. The shift of the drift orbit with respect 

to the magnetic surface is outward for co-injection of neutral beam (anti-parallel to the 

magnetic field direction), while it is inward for counter-injection. 

Radial profiles of various plasma parameters are measured in the steady state phase 
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of discharges. The electron density and temperature profiles are measured by a single 

point, scannable Thomson scattering system. The ion temperature profiles and toroidal 

and poloidal rotation profiles are measured by charge exchange spectroscopy (CXS) 

using the heating beam. Radial electric field profile is obtained from the toroidal and 

poloidal rotation velocities using the momentum balance equation. 

In order to find the radial particle flux, toroidal and poloidul variations of local 

neutral hydrogen densities are measured (Uchino et al 1992). Three diagnostic 

techniques are used. A tunable dye laser to induce H a emission is used to measure the 

local hydrogen atom density inside the plasma. Optical fibre arrays (an 8 channel 

toroidal array and two sets of 34 channel poloidal arrays) are used to measure H a or HB 

emission profiles toroidally and poloidally. Care is taken not only for the poloidal 

asymmetry but also for the toroidal nonumformity. A calibrated TV camera with an H a 

interference filter measures the toroidal variation of the HH emission profile. Particle 

source profiles of recycling and gas puffing are determined with the help of the DEGAS 

neutral particle simulation code (Heifetz 1986). Birth profiles and slowing down 

processes of the fast ions from the injected neutral beam are calculated using the transport 

code PROCTR-MOD (Howe 1990), Finally the radial particle fluxes averaged over 

magnetic surfaces are derived. 

Figure 1 shows the characteristics of the plasma profiles as a function of the 

position of the vacuum magnetic axis operated with counter-injection of the neutral beam 

at 0.9 T. Here the peaking parameter for the electron density and temperature profiles is 

defined as the central value divided by the volume averaged one. The electron density 

profile is found to be peaked with the inward shifted magnetic axis, while it is flattened 

with the outward shifted one. From the global confinement point of view, the optimum 
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position of the vacuum magnetic axis is R M = 92.1 cm (Kaneko et al 1991). Although the 

real magnetic axis is shifted outward by an amount of 2-3 cm due to Shafranov shift 

(Yamada et al 1992), it does not influences the discussion. We refer the position of the 

magentic axis by the vacuum one in the figure. The temperature profile becomes slightly 

peaked by the inward shift of the magnetic axis, but not as much as the electron density 

profile. The toroidal rotation velocity is centrally peaked and strongly depends on the 

position of the magnetic axis, which is explained by the neoclassical parallel viscosity due 

to helical ripples (Ida et al 1991a). On the other hand, the poloidal rotation velocity, 

which mainly contribute Co radial electric field E,, increases at the plasma edge. It has 

been found that E, is always negative (directed inward) for NBI heated plasmas (Ida et al 

1991b). The electron and ion thermal diffusiviues are evaluated at the half of plasma 

minor radius. They only have weak dependence on the position of the magnetic axis. It 

is clear from those data that the influence of magnetic configuration on the transport 

processes predominatly appears in the particle transport. 

Similar dependences of the density peaking parameter and the toroidal/poloidal 

rotation velocities on the position of the vacuum magnetic axis have been observed for 

co-injection as shown in Fig. I (a) and (c). The observed peaking parameter of 

nc(0)/<no> = 2 is in the range of those for co-injection in tokamaks (Gehre at al 1988, 

Ida et al 1992). The strong density peaking, which occurs for counter-injection in 

tokamaks, has not yet been observed in CHS. 

Understanding the particle transport needs quantitative evaluation of the radial 

particle flux. The neutral panicle distributions are measured for two typical magnetic 

configurations with R a s = 92.1 cm and 99.5 cm at 1.4 T. The plasma is sustained by 

co-injected neutral beam (R^ = 92.1 cm) or by counter-injected neutral beam (R„ = 
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99.5 cm). The stored energies for the two cases are comparable. Recycled hydrogen 

atoms can penetrate into the core plasma and the resultant panicle source in the centeral 

plasma is comparable to the particle source from the injected beam. Figure 2 shows the 

comparison of the electron temperature and density profiles and radial particle fluxes 

averaged over magnetic surfaces for the two cases. It is shown that the difference of the 

electron density profile is remarkable, while the electron temperature profiles are similar. 

It is noted that the particle source penetrates well into the core region for both cases and 

the radial particle fluxes are comparable. 

The radial particle flux r is expressed as 

T = - D V n - V i i n 

where D is the particle diffusivity and Vjn is the inward pinch velocity. In the case of 

peaked density profile at Rax=92.1 cm, the pinch term and the diffusive term arc 

evaluated from the two time sliced data of density gradient and particle flux. Assuming 

that the transport coefficients are constant in time between the two phases, the pinch 

velocity and the particle diffusivity are obtained (Takenaga et al 1993). They are estimated 

to be Vj„ = 2 m/s (inward pinch) and the particle diffusivity is D = 0.4 mVs at r/a = 0.7. 

Overall error for those values are estimated to be factor 2. 

The flattened density profile cannot be explained by the diffusive term only if the 

hollow profile is sustained in steady state. The figure 2 shows that the particle flow is 

outward while the density gradient is positive in the region of 0.4 < r/a < 0.8. This 

observation demonstrates that there is a non-diffusive outward particle flux. The flow 

velocity is calculated at r/a = 0.7 to be - 4 m/s, using the data of r = 6 x 10" m-2s-1 and 

n c = 2.4 x 10" cm-' and assuming D = 0.4 mVs. It is noted that the slightly hollow 
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density profile cannot be attributed to transient phenomenon. The time scale of the 

change of the local electron density at radius r can be evaluated as 

fn(r)dr3 

where S is the area of plasma surface at radius r. It is calculated to be 20 ms at r/a = 0.7 

for Rax = 99.5 cm. The Thomson scattering measurement is done 30 ms after the 

constant gas puff to make sure that the measurement is in steady state phase. It is 

concluded that the particle pinch velocity changes its sign depending on the magnetic 

configuration. 

The dependence on the magnetic field strength is studied at Rax = 92.1 cm. The 

pinch velocity and the diffusivity increase to be 4 m/s and 1 mVs as the magnetic field 

strength decreases for fixed heating power. 

For the parameters at r/a = 0.7 of Fig. 2, the collisionality is in the plateau regime. 

The neoclasical prediction of particle flux is much smaller than the experimental 

observation. Therefore, this observed panicle flux is dominated by the anomalous 

transport In the theoretical model of the anomalous transport using a transport matrix, 

flows can be related with gradient forces as follows; 

(T > 'Vn/n ' 
P j r = - M • W / v ^ 

.1 - IVT/T j 

where T, P,r and q are radial particle, momentum and heat flows, respectively, and M is 

the transport matrix. Here the pinch process is expressed in terms of off-diagonal 

elements. Finding practical expressions for the matrix elements is necessary to 

understand anomalous transport (for example, Balescu 1991, Itoh 1992). 
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According to the pinch theory (Hazeltine et al 1981, Itoh 1990), the particle flow is 

expressed as 

where D is positive definite. The numerical factor a is of the order of unity and <roVm> 

is the average phase velocity of the turbulence. It is important to examine the relation 

between the observed pinch velocity and the gradient forc&s due 10 T e ' and E .̂ In this 

model the pinch term can change its sign when (1) a T changes sign or (2) |eE,/T -

<r(a/m>eB/cT] changes sign. Table 1 shows the comparison of related physical 

quantities for the two cases. The sign of T and E, is unchanged in this experiment. 

Simplified treatment of anomalous transport (such as Coppi at al 1978) seems not 

sufficient. Fluctuations with their characters dependent on the magnetic configuration are 

the possible canadidate to explain the results, which are remained for future study. 

It is worth while to compare the dependence of pinch velocity on the magnetic field 

strength to that for tokamaks. It is shown above that both pinch velocity and diffusivity 

in CHS are roughly proportional to B-i. In tokamaks, however, those quantities are 

scaled as I p ' rather than B-i (Wagner et al 1993). The similar difference between roles 

of B and I p was found in the energy transport (Yamada et al 1991), suggesting an 

intrinsic difference of the anomalous transport in these two configurations. 

Finally we discuss on the effect of this convective flow on the global confinement. 

From the plasma stability point of view, the magnetic configuration with the outward 

shifted magnetic axis is preferable due to magnetic well formation in the core region. The 

energy loss rate due to the energy flow of (5/2)nTVj„ for R& = 99.5 cm is estimated to 
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be 50 s-i. Since the total energy loss rate is calculated to be 330 s 1 from the global 

confinement time of 3 ms in this density regime, this convective loss process contribute 

to 15 % of the total energy loss. While the convective energy flow is inward for R M -

92.3 cm, which is calculated to be 7.5 % of the total energy loss. The result indicates 

that this convective process is not negligibly small in total power balance. 

In this letter, it is discussed that particle pinch process can change its sign 

depending on the magnetic configuration. It is not explained by the change of 

temperature gradient nor radial ellectric field. The present results may suggest the 

possibility that the heat pinch process may have a similar dependence on the magnetic 

configuration, stimulating future research in this field. 

The authors wish to thank to those staffs who have contributed to CHS operation, 

ECH and RF plasma production and neutral beam injection. We also thank to Professor 

Ohbiki of Plasma Physics Laboratory, Kyoto University for giving us a chance to use a 

tunable dye laser of Heliotron-E group. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 The peaking parameter of electron density(a) and temperature profiles (b), the 

oentral toroidal rotation velocity and the poloidal rotation velocity at r = 2a/3 (c) and the 

electron thermal dif fusivity at half plasma radius (d) as a function of the position of the 

vacuum magnetic axis. The peaking parameter for electron density and loroidal/poloidal 

rotations in co-injection are also shown for comparison. 

Fig. 2 The comparison of the electron temperature and density profiles for two 

different magnetic configurations together with the comparison of radial profiles of 

panicle fluxes. 
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Table 1 

Rax * 92.1 cm Rax « 99.5 cm 

Density Profile Peaked Flattened 

D 0.4 m2/s D 0.4 m2/s 

v,„ 2m/s - 4 m/s 

Te'/T,. 18 m i 16m-i 

E r 
Negative 

(1 E r 1 <=5 kV/m) 

Negative 

(IE rl<5 kV/m) 
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